
 

Current Voltage Curves 8 For 10N
CHANNELS

ions move in and out of cells creating a current
movingcharge that obeys 0hm's law V IR

where V voltage I current R resistance

R is also just the inverse of conductance g
So it's sometimes helpful to rewrite Ohm's Law

using conductance R Ig so V Ilg or II gH
We will use this last equation to make

current voltage curves where current is

the dependent variable voltage is the independent
variable g is the slope
To getstarted I'm going introduce the

Nernst

equation8 RRT concentrationoutside

tyg
MnEAToutL thecell

ETATIN
concentrationinside

where the cell
R gasconstant 8.314

TIK moi

T Temperature in Kelvin
7g
IIE gmuII7oPn

can be simplified
2 charge of your icon A for single valent
F Faraday constant 96485610

Umbs ions to 5586gRADHI
Tof EAIin

The Nernst Equation gives you the Voltage at which the
ion's net current is equal to 0 or its equilibrium
potential Ea



SINGLE Channel NIT VOLTAGE GATED
1 Plot an IV curve for a sodium selective
non voltage gated ion channel where
Na in lOmM CNa out 140mm

To get started we use the NernstEqto find Eng

Ewa 58 logCISG n 66mV

Now we have our 1stpoint 66,0 b c we know
that I current o at Ewa The line we draw
through this point is roughly linear and will
be treated as such for this tutorial although
it's not strictly the case

I Notes about g conductancefYorweingly is positive or zero when the
out of channels are closed but never
he cell I µ negative so I drew a generic
current 66mV Straight line with a positive
flowing Slopethrough the Ema pointinto the v
cell

What happens to your 111 curve when you
double the inside outside concentrations



Your nernst equation shouldgiveyou the
same negEna point because your ratio inside
the log operation remains the same

58log 58log 28 E66mV

Whatdoeschange is yourslope g is
sensitive to

the of ionspresentinside outside
the cell

As your lion increases gincreases
andslope

increases
280out original Likewise if you tr the of
20in

140out ions you try ourshape10 in

66mV

MACROSCOPICCURRENTS VOLTAGE GATEDCHANNELS
3 Drawthe IV curve for a macroscopic current
through a neuron w a 1000voltage dependent
potassium ion channels Kt in 100mmEstoaf25mm
A macroscopic current is on where youwouldgeta reading of current flowingthrough the entire cell
the macroscopic current is givenby I in Po
where i the singlechannel current

n the number of channels
Po the probability of openchannels

Po here is important because we aredealingwithvoltage
dependentchannels Theprobability of them beingopen15 voltagedependent



So here's what we do step we determine i

step 2 WedeterminePo step3 wemultiply the curvestogether

Po is almostalwaysi gV lets Find Ek
given but if not its
generally this curve for

5810g I 93mV mostvoltage gated
channels

i Poo 1 t

Hage93mV 93mV

Macroscopic
at 93mV Po 0,90 our

master S

effectively 01 so our macroscopic
93mV curve is the same shape as i

justmultipliedbyafactorofn



Now I'm going to introduce
the idea of

reversal potential Vrev It is the potential where

there is not net current flowing in or out

of the cell Or when current flowing in is

equal to current flowing out Wait you might

say isn't this the Nernst potential When

there is only one ionic species flowing
into or

Out of the cell yes It is the nernst pot
However we're usuallylooking at more than one
icon so here's how to find that

Multi ion PERMEABLE Channels
4 For a single channel at RT equally permeable to Na
K assume the following ionic concentrations

Na in 50mm Na out 50mm

K in 50 m M CK out 50mm

Draw a possible 11V curve for this channel

Normally if we hadjust one ionic species
we'd

calculate the Nernst potential but since our
channel

is permeable to both Nat 8 kt we need to cat the

reversal potential givenby the Goldman HodKing Katz Eq
Which I shorten to G HKequation



SIDENOTE
Thisequationcanbe
derived from the
individual IagV forGHKequation both Kt Nat if you
set 1 0 then thev u

I Solve for Vm membranepotential

ok so to use GH keg we need Ewa Ek
E na 5810g Edo 58 log 1 O

E k 58log geo 58Log l 0

plugging that in for Vrev 9na t9k 0mV
9Nat9K

I
rev

so we draw a linethrough
O O with a positiveslope

were done

5 what would bethedrivingforce for Kt 40mV

Driving force is equal to the difference of
membrane potential the ion's nernstpotential

D F Um Ek 40 O 40mV



6 Draw the IV curve if you changed external

concentration to be 5mm label this curve e

I
original Ek 58 log geo 58mV

Vre v gna O t get58
gµ gnats

approximating gk 9 Na
as some positive


